
The Hollow Earth exists according to the 
Macuxi Indians of the Amazon

The Macuxi Indians knew about the existence of the Hollow Earth nearly one hundred years ago. 
But are their legends true or are they another incredible story of folklore?

What if Jules Verne’s classic “A Journey to the Center of the Earth” is actually true? And 
somewhere down there, an entire new world is waiting to be explored, a place where somehow, 
living beings inhabit the depths of our planet, a place that ancient cultures and civilizations knew 
existed, or still exists today. What if, it’s actually true?

The Macuxi Indians are indigenous people who live in the Amazon, in countries such as Brazil, 
Guyana and Venezuela. According to their legends, they are the descendants of the Sun’s children, 
the creator of Fire and disease and the protectors of the “inner Earth.”



Their oral legends speak of an entrance into Earth. Until the year 1907, the Macuxies would enter 
some sort of cavern, and travel from 13 to 15 days until they reached the interior. It is there, “at the 
other side of the world, in the inner Earth” that the Giants live. These living beings are around 3 to 4 
meters in height.



According to the Macuxies they were given the task to look out for the entrance and to keep 
strangers from entering the “hollow Earth.” Legends from the Macuxi people state that those who 
enter the mysterious cavern travel for three days, only descending giant stairs, which measure 
around 33” each step. After the third day, they leave behind their torches, and continue their journey 
“into” the Earth, illuminated by lights that were already present in the caves. Giant lanterns, the size 
of a watermelon and shining bright as the sun.

After 4 to 5 days of travel, those inside the cave would lose weight and corporal mass, allowing 
them to move much faster ( it  reminds of the journey of « i am the man » as it appears on John Uri 
Lloyd’s book ETIDORHPA ). The legends of the Macuxi people state that 5 days into the caverns, 
they would come upon huge caverns whose ceilings could not be seen, and in one of the chambers 
in the cavern system, there are four  “sun-like” objects which are impossible to stare at, whose 
purpose is unknown to the Macuxi people.

Inside the Earth, there are places where trees with food are able to grow. The Macuxi say that fruits 
like cajúes, oaks, mangos, bananas and some lesser plants can be found 6-7 days into their journey. 
The further the Macuxi people moved into the Earth, the bigger the areas with vegetation got. But 
not all the areas are green and prosperous. The Macuxi people say that some places are extremely 
dangerous and should be avoided, like those with boiling stone and creeks of “azoge.” 

The Macuxi oral traditions continue and say that after passing these giant chambers, having passed 
half of the journey, they need to move carefully since the mysterious “air” can cause people to “fly 
or float” around ( it  reminds again of the journey of « i am the man » as it appears on John Uri 
Lloyd’s book ETIDORHPA ). Continuing their journey, they would reach a place inside the Earth 
where the Giants lived. There, the Macuxi explorers would eat the food of the giants, where apples 
the size of human heads would grow, grapes the size of a humans fist, and delicious and giant fish 
were caught by the giants and given to the Macuxi as gifts.



After stocking up with food offered by the giants, the Macuxi explorers would return “home,” to the 
“outer” world, helped by the giants of the inner world.



The Macuxi are said to be the “guardians” of the underworld, the protectors of the entrance to the 
inner Earth, and their legends speak of a land, inside the land, which is filled with incredible powers 
and riches.

This legend of course is considered by many as only that, another story of the ancients. But to the 
Macuxi, their “legend” was as real as it gets, and they were the protectors of the entrance until 
British explorers came to the amazon in search of gold and diamonds, venturing into the caves, and 
never returning again. Since that they, the Macuxi say that the giants punished them for not 
fulfilling their duties and the “legends” of the giants faded away with the years.

What do you think? Is it possible that this is just another legend? Or is there something more to the 
mysterious Macuxi people and their legends? The Hollow Earth is said to exist in many ancient 
civilizations and cultures around the world. The existence of giant beings inhabiting our planet is 
another fact present in dozens of ancient cultures across the world, even present in religious 
texts such as the bible.

Is it possible that the Macuxi legends are real? And that somewhere in the Amazon, an entrance to 
the inner Earth existed in the past?



Not often in the news ?



Excerpts  by :  The Spirit's Nest Ministries on Monday, May 16, 2016 

Giants In The Bible, And Around Here? 
There are those who don't believe there were ever giants in the world. There are 
those, even Christians, who have a hard time believing in the Bible, butt,...............we 
have to look beyond our differences. There are even those who are afraid, because 
Jesus said in the end times it would be like "in the days of Noah", and the Bible says 
there were giants in the land.

----------------------------------------------

I have invested over 30 years researching the vast history of giants. It has, for the 
most part, been kept from the public. Proof of giants' existence - their skeletal 
remains - has been quickly secreted away in obscure museums, when not destroyed.

 Steve Quayle

There are 36 tribes of giants mentioned in the Bible: Amalekites, Amorites, Anakims, 
Ashdothites, Aviums, Avites, Canaanites, Caphtorims, Ekronites, Emins, 
Eshkalonites, Gazathites, Geshurites, Gibeonites, Giblites, Girgashites, Gittites, 
Hittites, Hivites, Horims, Horites, Jebusites, Kadmonites, Kenites, Kenizzites, 
Maachathites, Manassites, Nephilim,  Perizzites, Philistines, Rephaims, Sidonians, 
Zamzummins, Zebusites, and the Zuzims. 

There are also 22 individual Giants mentioned, by name, in the Bible: Adonizedec – 
King of Jerusalem,, Agag – King of the Amalakites, Ahiman, Amalek, Arba, 
Beelesath, Gog, Magog, Gogmagog, Goliath, Hoham – King of Hebron, Horam – 
King of Gezer, Jabin – King of Hazor, Jobab – King of Madon, Lahmi, Nimrod, Og 
of Bashan, Ogias – Og’s father, Perizzites, Sheshai, Sihon – King of the Amorites, 
Sippai, Talmai, Here is an intriguing verse showing this biblical reality: ► “And 
there we saw the giants, the sons of Anak, which come of the giants: and we were in 
our own sight as grasshoppers, and so we were in their sight.” (Numbers 13:33) (And 
these were after the flood.)

The Nephili -
The Nephilim: The word Nephilim does not appear in the Bible, nor any Hebrew 
pronunciation of any words translated in the Bible. But the word Nĕphiyl, 
pronounced Nepheel does in the first mention of Giants in Genesis 6:4, and in 
Numbers 13:33 when describing the Giants of the promised land, Cannan. These 
giants were apparently the original giants spawned by the Gregori, the giant angels 
who mated with human females. There are also 22 individual Giants mentioned, by 
name



The serpent mound of Adams County, Ohio, contained the bones of giants over eight 
feet tall in the early 1800s. Thousands of years ago, the Ohio Valley was inhabited by 
a race of giants. In 1846, Joseph Henry, first secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, 
estimated that in Ohio alone, there were over 10,000 burial mounds. Unfortunately, 
the early pioneers destroyed most of them.

But at least one burial mound has been reconstructed in Adams County, Ohio. It 
stretches across the meadow in the form of a serpent  perhaps identifying the god of 
this ancient race of giants. In the nineteenth century, several published accounts of 
excavations verified that many of the giants were over eight feet and some nine feet 
tall and each had a double row of teeth.   

In 1883, an article appeared in the journal, Scientific American, in which a reporter 
asked an aged Indian what his people knew of these ancient graveyards. He 
answered: "Me know nothing about them. They were here before the red man."

In 1872, the Historical Collections of Noble County Ohio (p. 350,351), a mound was 
uncovered, in which were found "the remains of three skeletons whose size would 
indicate they measured in life at least eight feet in height. The remarkable feature of 
these remains was they had double teeth in front as well as in back of mouth and in 
both upper and lower jaws. Upon exposure to the atmosphere the skeletons crumbled 
back to mother earth."?

Giant Skeleton found in Adams County, Ohio 
___________________________________________________

A recent archaeological dig has unearthed no less than two dozen skeletons of giant 
proportions near the ancient ruins of Rujm el-Hiri, located in the Golan Heights, a 
contested area claimed by both Syria and Israel.

The team of archaeologists led by the University of Tel-Aviv claims that the skeletons 
might be older then the ruins themselves, already dating back to 5000 years, 
according to mainstream archaeology.



ancient ruins of Rujm el-Hiri

________________________________________________
The Testimony of Luigi Muscas on his property near Cagliari, Sardinia
Luigi told me about the tombs and artifacts of giants (15 foot tall beings) who lived in 
Sardinia thousands of years ago. He told me that his father and his uncles, who also 
own land near his land, have dug up many bones and human artifacts. He also 
mentioned that traditional archaeology does not accept this discovery and that his 
entire family has been threatened. He has been told over and over to keep this secret 
and NOT talk to the general public. 



Giants under Athen

8 Foot Ancient Giant Human Skeleton Discovered in Cayuga County, New York

“It is believed that this is the only photo in existence of the Great Norwegian 
Mountain Troll. It was taken in December 1942 by the crew of an RAF recon flight 
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